Two new stationarity tests are proposed+ Both tests can be viewed as generalizations of existing stationarity tests and dominate these in terms of local asymptotic power+ Improvements are achieved by accommodating stationary covariates+ A Monte Carlo investigation of the small sample properties of the tests is conducted, and an empirical illustration from international finance is provided+
INTRODUCTION
Let y t be an observed univariate time series generated by y t ϭ m t y ϩ v t y , t ϭ 1, + + + , T,
where m t y is deterministic component and v t y is an unobserved error process with initial condition v 1 y ϭ u 1 y and generating mechanism Dv t y ϭ~1 Ϫ uL!u t y , t ϭ 2, + + + , T,
where u t y is a stationary I~0! process+~In this paper, a process is said to be I~0! if its partial sum process converges weakly to a Brownian motion+! The problem of testing the null hypothesis H 0 : u ϭ 1 against H 1 : u Ͻ 1 has attracted considerable attention in the literature, as has the closely related problem of testing for parameter constancy in the "local-level" unobserved components model+ Pertinent references include LaMotte and McWorther~1978!, Nyblom and Mäkeläinen~1983!, Nyblom~1986!, Nabeya and Tanaka~1988!, Tanaka~1990!, Kwiatkowski, Phillips, Schmidt, and Shin~1992!, Saikkonen and Luukkonen~1993a, 1993b !, Choi~1994!, and Leybourne and McCabẽ 1994 !+~For a review, see Stock, 1994+! Under H 0 , v t y ϭ u t y and y t is a~trend-! stationary process, whereas y t is an integrated process with a random walktype nonstationarity under the alternative hypothesis+ For this reason, tests of H 0 are often referred to as stationarity tests+ The cited papers differ somewhat with respect to the assumptions on the underlying stationary process u t y and the form of the deterministic component m t y + On the other hand, all previous studies~of which the author is aware! have been concerned with the situation where y t is observed in isolation+ Specifically, all previously devised tests have exploited only the information contained in y t when testing H 0 + In applications, it is extremely rare that individual time series are observed in isolation+ As a consequence, it seems reasonable to ask whether more powerful stationarity tests can be obtained be utilizing the information contained in related time series+ To fix ideas, suppose a k-vector time series x t of covariates is observed, whose generating mechanism is x t ϭ m t x ϩ u t x , t ϭ 1, + + + , T,
where m t x is deterministic component and u t x is an unobserved stationary I~0! process+ Moreover, suppose the deterministic components m t y and m t x are pthorder polynomial trends; that is, suppose
where $ b i y : 0 Յ i Յ p% ʕ R and $ b i x : 0 Յ i Յ p% ʕ R k are unknown parameters+
The present paper proposes two new tests that exploit the information contained in the covariates x t when testing the null hypothesis that y t is~trend-! stationary+ Both tests are valid under mild moment and memory conditions on u t ϭ~u t y , u t x' ! ' and enjoy optimality properties in the special case where u t is Gaussian white noise+ The tests can be viewed as generalizations of existing univariate stationarity tests, and the new tests dominate their univariate counterparts in terms of asymptotic local power whenever the zero-frequency correlation between u t y and u t x is nonzero+~When the zero-frequency correlation equals zero, the new tests coincide with their univariate counterparts+! In fact, substantial power gains can be achieved if an appropriate set of covariates x t can be found+ The paper therefore provides an affirmative answer to the question posed in the beginning of the previous paragraph+ Results complementary to those obtained here can be found in Hansen~1995! and Elliott and Janssoñ 2003!+ These papers demonstrate the usefulness of covariates in the context of testing for an autoregressive unit root+ Section 2 derives the tests and establishes their asymptotic optimality properties in the special case where the underlying innovation sequence is Gaussian white noise+ In Section 3, the tests are extended to accommodate general stationary errors by means of nonparametric corrections+ Section 4 shows how the tests can be applied to test the null hypothesis that a vector integrated process is cointegrated with a prespecified cointegration vector and presents an empir-ical illustration+ Finally, Section 5 offers a few concluding remarks, and all proofs are collected in the Appendix+ , where r 2 ϭ s yy Ϫ1 s xy ' S xx Ϫ1 s xy is the squared coefficient of multiple correlation computed from S+ The covariates x t can therefore be used to attenuate the transitory component of y t without affecting the permanent component+ As a consequence, the use of covariates makes it easier to detect the permanent component of y t if it is present, thereby leading to improvements in power relative to the case where the covariates are ignored+ The remainder of this section makes these heuristic ideas more precise+ 
TESTING WITH WHITE NOISE ERRORS

Point Optimal Invariant Tests
' vec~z 1 , + + + , z T !, where D 4 is a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement of the column space of
where y t~u * ! satisfies the difference equation y t~u * ! ϭ Dy t ϩ u * y tϪ1~u * ! with initial condition y 1~u * ! ϭ y 1 and d t y~u * ! is defined analogously+ The probability density of m T is proportional to
where, for any u
By the Neyman-Pearson lemma, the test that rejects for large values of
is the most powerful invariant test of u ϭ 1 against the specific alternative u ϭ N u+ Theorem 1 characterizes the limiting distribution of P T~N u! under a local-tounity reparameterization of u and N u in which l ϭ T~1 Ϫ u! Ն 0 and Nl ϭ T~1 Ϫ N u! Ͼ 0 are held constant as T increases without bound+ The limiting representation of P T~N u! involves the random functional w P , the definition of which is given next+ Let R ʦ @0,1!, l Ն 0, and Nl Ͼ 0 be given+ Let OS 102 be the~lower triangular! Cholesky factor of the 2 ϫ 2 matrix
is a Brownian motion with covariance matrix OS+~Here, and elsewhere, the dependence of U l l and D l on R is suppressed+! Finally, let R # ϭ~1 Ϫ R 2 ! Ϫ102 and define
The test statistic P T~N u! is point optimal invariant~POI! in the sense that the power ͵f T~m ! f T~m 6 N u, S! dm against the point alternative u ϭ N u is maximized over all invariant tests of level a by the test function 1~P T~N u! Ͼ c T P~N u, a, S!!, where 1~{! is the indicator function and c T P~N u, a, S! is such that the test is of size a+ This optimality result has an obvious asymptotic analogue+ Let the function c P~{ ,{,{! be implicitly defined by the relation Pr~w P~0 ; Nl, r 2 ! Ͼ c P~N l, a, r 2 !! ϭ a+ The statistic P T~N u! is asymptotically POI under local-to-unity asymptotics in the sense that
over all invariant tests asymptotically of level a; that is,
whenever $f T % is asymptotically of level a+ Moreover, lim Tr`o n the righthand side equals lim Tr`a nd is given by Pr~w P~N l; Nl, r 2 ! Ͼ c P~N l, a, r 2 !!+ Theorem 2 of Saikkonen and Luukkonen~1993a! obtains an upper bound on the asymptotic power function of any location and scale invariant stationarity test in the univariate case+ Because scale invariance is not imposed, the result stated here covers a larger class of tests than Theorem 2 of Saikkonen and Luukkonen~1993a! even in the univariate case+~The present paper obviates the need to impose scale invariance by assuming that S is known+! Moreover, the multivariate model studied here contains the univariate model of Saikkonen and Luukkonen~1993a! as a special case+
The function p a~l ; r 2 ! ϭ Pr~w P~l ; l, r 2 ! Ͼ c P~l , a, r 2 !! provides an upper bound on the asymptotic power function of any invariant test asymptotically of level a+ The bound is sharp in the sense that it can be attained for any given l by the test f T P~m T ; l, a, S!+ Moreover, although no test statistic attains the upper bound uniformly in l, it turns out that it is possible to construct tests whose power functions are very close to the bound+ The Gaussian power envelope therefore constitutes a useful benchmark against which the power function of any invariant test~asymptotically of level a! can be compared+
The univariate counterpart of P T~N u! is 2 !, the limiting distribution of P T~N u! is seen to depend on the covariates x t only through the parameter r 2 + As a consequence, the "quality" of the covariates can be summarized by this scalar parameter+ Figure 1 plots p 0+05~l ; r 2 ! for selected values of r 2 in the constant meañ p ϭ 0! case+~The curves were generated by taking 20,000 draws from the distribution of the discrete approximation @based on 2,000 steps# to the limiting random variables+! The lowest curve corresponds to r 2 ϭ 0 and therefore provides an upper bound on the~local asymptotic! power function of any invariant univariate stationarity test+ An increase in the quality of the covariates~as measured by r 2 ! leads to an increase in the level of the power envelope+ Indeed, the difference between the power envelope and its univariate counterpart is quite remarkable for most values of r 2 + For concreteness, consider the alternative l ϭ 5, which corresponds to a moving average coefficient u of 0+975 when T ϭ 200+ The univariate power envelope is 0+32, whereas the envelopes are 0+40 and 0+58 when r 2 equals 0+2 and 0+5, respectively+ Because they are upper bounds, these power envelopes do not by themselves illustrate the power gains attainable by feasible tests+ On the other hand, the evidence presented in Figure 1 clearly suggests that substantial power gains can be achieved by including covariates in a stationarity test provided an appropriate set of covariates can be found+ The power envelopes are lower in the linear trend~p ϭ 1! case, but the qualitative conclusion remains the same, as can be seen from Figure 2+ 
Locally Best Invariant Tests
Even asymptotically, the critical region of the test based on P T~1 Ϫ T Ϫ1 Nl! depends on Nl+ As a consequence, no test is asymptotically uniformly most powerful~with respect to the class of invariant tests! in the sense of Basawa and Scott~1983!+ In such cases, tests based on weaker optimality concepts seem worth considering+ One such concept, the concept of point optimality, justifies the test based on P T~1 Ϫ T Ϫ1 Nl † !, where Nl † is a prespecified alternative against which maximal power is desired+ As an alternative to that test, the present section develops a test based on a Taylor series expansion of P T~1 Ϫ T Ϫ1 Nl! around Nl ϭ 0+ The resulting test can be implemented without specifying an alternative in advance and enjoys certain local optimality properties+ Using simple algebra, it can be shown that 
and
The test that rejects for large values of L T is asymptotically equivalent~in an obvious sense! to the test that rejects for large values of the second-order Taylor approximation to
This observation suggests that L T enjoys certain local optimality properties+ A sequence $f T % of tests is asymptotically locally efficient~with respect to the class of invariant tests asymptotically of size a! in the sense of Basawa and Scott~1983! if it maximizes
over all invariant tests asymptotically of size a+ As Theorem 2~b! shows, any invariant test~asymptotically of size a! is asymptotically locally efficient according to that definition+ 1 To obtain a nontrivial characterization of local optimality in the present context, the following alternative concept of asymptotic local optimality is useful+ Let q * be the smallest integer q such that If $f T % is asymptotically of size a ʦ~0,1!, then so the difference between L T and L T y persists asymptotically whenever r 2 0+ As was the case with the power envelopes derived in the previous section, the inclusion of covariates can have a substantial effect on the power properties of the LBI test+~This will become apparent in Section 3+2+!
TESTING WITH WEAKLY DEPENDENT ERRORS
The analysis in the previous section proceeded under the restrictive assumption that u t ; i+i+d+ N~0, S!, where S is known+ The optimality theory seems to depend on the normality assumption+ On the other hand, it is straightforward to construct feasible test statistics having limiting representations of the form w P and w L under much less stringent assumptions on u t + For instance, the following assumption suffices+ A1+ u t ϭ (iϭ0 C i « tϪi , where $« t : t ʦ Z% is i+i+d+~0, I kϩ1 !, (iϭ0 C i has full rank, and (iϭ1 i7C i 7 Ͻ`, where 7{7 is the Euclidean norm+
Feasible Tests
Define the matrices
where the partitioning is in conformity with u t + Moreover, let r 2 ϭ v yy Ϫ1 v xy ' V xx Ϫ1 v xy be the squared coefficient of multiple correlation computed from V, the long-run covariance matrix of u t +~Because V ϭ E~u t u t ' ! when u t is white noise, the present definition of r 2 is consistent with that of Section 2+! Under A1 and local-to-unity asymptotics, L T~V ! r d w L~l ; r 2 !, so an "autocorrelation robust" version of L T can be obtained by employing the long-run covariance matrix V in the definition of the test statistic+ Analogously, an autocorrelation robust POI test can be based on P T~N u; V!+ In general, P T~N u; V! suffers from "serial correlation bias" under A1+ Specifically,
The statistic Q T~N u; V, G! coincides with P T~N u; V! when u t is white noise, because G ϭ 0 in that case+ More generally, Q T~N u; V, G! corrects P T~N u; V! for serial correlation bias and Q T~N u; V, G! r d w P~l ; Nl, r 2 ! under A1 and local-tounity asymptotics+
In most~if not all! applications, the tests based on L T~V ! and Q T~N u; V, G! are infeasible because V and G are unknown+ It therefore seems natural to consider the test statistics
ͪ are estimators of V and G, respectively+
THEOREM 3+ Let z t be generated by (1)-(4). Suppose A1 holds and suppose
Conventional~possibly prewhitened! kernel estimators of V and G~e+g+, Andrews, 1991; Andrews and Monahan, 1992! meet the consistency requirement of Theorem 3+ Conditions under which VAR~1! prewhitened kernel estimators are consistent are provided in Section 3+3+
The statistics 
Asymptotic Power Properties
Saikkonen and Luukkonen~1993a! considered the constant mean case and found that their test statistic E R~1 Ϫ 70T !, which corresponds to Z Q T y~1 Ϫ 70T !, has a local asymptotic power function that is almost indistinguishable from the univariate power envelope+ The choice Nl ϭ 7 produces a test that is asymptotically 0+50-optimal, level 0+05 in the sense of Davies~1969!+ In other words, l ϭ 7 is the alternative for which the univariate power envelope for 5% level tests equals 0+50+ In the general case, it therefore seems natural to consider Z Q T~1 Ϫ T Ϫ1 Nl † !, where Nl † is such that the test statistic is asymptotically 0+50-optimal, level 0+05+ Although computationally feasible, such a procedure seems cumbersome in view of the fact that the power envelope for 5% level tests depends not only on the order of the deterministic component in the model but also on the parameter r 2 , which measures the quality of the covariates+ To construct test statistics that are asymptotically 0+50-optimal, level 0+05 one would therefore have to use a new Nl † for each r 2 + Fortunately, a much simpler approach yields very satisfactory results+ The approach taken here is to use the same Nl † for all values of r 2 + The value of Nl † is chosen in such a way that the test is asymptotically 0+50-optimal, level 0+05 in the worst case scenario r 2 ϭ 0, the case where the univariate test is optimal+ This approach generates a test that has excellent power properties~relative to the power envelope! when r 2 is low+ Moreover, Z Q T dominates its univariate counterpart for all values of r 2 + In fact, the test has a power function that is very close to the power envelope even for nonzero values of r 
, it is seen that the inclusion of covariates can lead to huge gains in power in cases where an appropriate set of covariates can be found+ The Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency~ARE! of Z Q T with respect to Z Q T y~e valuated at power 0+50! is 1+65, implying that in large samples the univariate test needs 65% more observations than the test using covariates to have comparable power properties when r 2 ϭ 0+50+ The case where covariates are included is qualitatively similar to the univariate case in the sense that the POI test dominates the LBI test for all but extremely small values of l+ Indeed, the inferiority~as measured by the Pitman ARE! of the LBI test is somewhat more pronounced when useful covariates are available+ Figure 4 presents results for the linear trend case+ The statistics Z Q T and Z Q T y use Nl † ϭ 12, the value that yields an asymptotically 0+50-optimal, level 0+05 test in the univariate case+ All power curves lie below the curves for the constant mean case, but the pattern is the same as in Figure 3+ In particular, the statistic Z Q T has a power function that lies close to the envelope and far above the power functions corresponding to ZL T and Z Q T y + For instance, the Pitman ARE of Z Q T with respect to Z Q T y~e valuated at power 0+50! is 1+82, indicating that the inclusion of covariates is even more beneficial in the linear trend case than in the constant mean case+ Tables 1 and 2 give various critical values for Z Q T and ZL T for p ʦ $0,1%, which seem to be the cases of empirical relevance+ In the case of Z Q T , the critical values correspond to the recommended values of Nl † , namely, Nl † ϭ 7 when p ϭ 0 and Nl † ϭ 12 when p ϭ 1+ The critical values are presented for r 2 in steps of 0+1+ The recommendation is to use the critical value corresponding to [ 
for any c ʦ R. 
Covariance Matrix Estimation
Under fairly general conditions, the requirements of Theorems 3 and 4 are met by VAR~1! prewhitened kernel estimators with plug-in bandwidths+ These estimators are defined as follows+ 
Note: The percentiles were computed by generating 20,000 draws from the discrete time approximation~based on 2,000 steps! to the limiting random variables+ Table 2 . Percentiles of
Note: The percentiles were computed by generating 20,000 draws from the discrete time approximation~based on 2,000 steps! to the limiting random variables+
where k~{! is a kernel and $ Zb T % is a sequence of~possibly sample-dependent! bandwidth parameters+ The proposed estimators of V and G are
respectively+ Consider the following assumption+ A2+ i! k~0! ϭ 1, k~{! is continuous at zero, sup sՆ0 6k~s!6 Ͻ`, and * 0 Ok~r! dr Ͻ`, where Ok~r! ϭ sup sՆr 6k~s!6~for
Assumption A2~i! is discussed in Jansson~2002!, whereas Assumptions A2~ii! and~iii! are adapted from Andrews and Monahan~1992!+ Assumption A2~iv! is helpful when studying the behavior of Z V and ZG under fixed alternatives+ When Z A ϭ 0, Z V and ZG are standard kernel estimators and A2~iii! and~iv! are trivially satisfied+ A nondegenerate prewhitening matrix satisfying A2~iii! is discussed subsequently+ LEMMA 5+ Let z t be generated by (1) 
Under local alternatives~i+e+, under the assumptions of Theorem 3 and Lemma 5!, A2~iii! is satisfied by the least squares estimator
On the other hand, standard cointegration arguments can be used to show that the first column of Z A LS converges at rate T to first unit vector in R kϩ1 under fixed alternatives~i+e+, under the assumptions of Theorem 4 and Lemma 6!+ As a consequence, Z A LS violates A2~iii! under fixed alternatives+ An estimator Z A satisfying A2~iii! under both local and fixed alternatives can be obtained by modifying A LS Ϫ A LS ! ϭ O p~1 ! for some A LS~a s is true under both local and fixed alternatives!, whereas A2~iv! holds if the matrix A LS is block upper triangular~as is the case under fixed alternatives!+ Lemmas 5 and 6 therefore demonstrate the plausibility of the high-level assumptions on Z V and ZG made in Theorems 3 and 4, respectively+
Finite Sample Properties
To investigate the finite sample properties of the test statistics introduced in Section 3+1, a small Monte Carlo experiment is conducted+ Samples of size T ϭ 200 are generated according to~1!-~4!+ The errors u t are generated by the bivariate model 
In particular, the parameter r in~8! is the correlation coefficient computed from V+
The parameters V and G are estimated using VAR~1! prewhitened kernel estimators+ Specifically, Z V PW and ZG PW are constructed using the quadratic spectral kernel~which clearly satisfies Assumption A2~i!! along with a plug-in bandwidth+ The value of the plug-in bandwidth is obtained by setting b T ϭ 1+3221{T 105~f ollowing Andrews, 1991! and [ a T 
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Note: Based on 5,000 Monte Carlo replications+ against the~fixed! alternative u ϭ 0+9 for T ʦ $200,300,400,500% in the AR~1! model with a ϭ 0+8+ As the sample size increases, power increases in all cases but remains disappointingly low in the case of the point optimal test+ Indeed, even in samples of size T ϭ 500 the point optimal test fails to dominate the 4+1  5+5  5+2  4+9  4+9  4+0  3+4  3+1  3+0  0+975 14+0 10+7 13+7 14+7 19+9 32+0 10+5 14+9 26+0  53+8  0+950 36+3 33+9 36+0 40+0 48+8 62+5 33+0 45+1 69+6  96+1  0+925 58+4 60+1 57+9 61+9 70+3 79+8 59+0 72+4 90+5  99+7  0+900 73+0 77+4 72+5 76+5 82+1 89+2 76+6 86+9 97+2 100+0   0+2 1  4+7  4+4  4+5  4+6  5+3  5+0  4+1  3+9  4+6  3+8  0+975 12+8 10+6 12+7 13+4 20+3 31+5 10+1 16+1 29+3  52+9  0+950 32+5 33+3 32+1 36+4 47+1 58+0 32+3 44+5 69+0  94+9  0+925 53+0 56+3 52+0 55+9 65+6 71+5 54+4 68+4 89+2  99+4  0+900 65+4 72+0 64+7 69+2 76+0 78+6 70+5 82+1 95+9  99+9   0+5 1  4+4  3+2  4+4  4+2  5+4  5+2  3+6  3+2  3+3  3+2  0+975 11+1  8+6 11+2 11+8 17+2 30+3  8+7 12+6 21+7  42+6  0+950 27+7 25+5 26+9 30+8 38+9 53+6 25+1 35+1 56+7  86+5  0+925 43+6 44+2 42+8 47+8 54+6 65+8 41+6 54+5 77+0  96+1  0+900 55+3 58+0 53+5 56+9 61+6 71+1 54+0 66+0 84+0  96+0   0+8 1  2+9  0+7  2+8  3+7  4+2  7+5  0+7  0+7  0+9  0+9  0+975  6+3  1+2  6+2  8+4 13+5 29+4  1+2  2+1  4+1  11+0  0+950 11+8  1+6 11+3 15+4 23+5 43+3  1+8  2+5  5+8  22+0  0+925 11+2  0+8 11+0 13+9 21+6 44+2  1+3  1+2  2+5  12+9  0+900  7+0  0+3  7+5  9+1 15+0 35+8  0+6  0+4  0+7  3+4 Note: Based on 5,000 Monte Carlo replications+ 2+5  3+7  3+4  3+9  3+3  2+3  2+1  1+8  1+1  0+975 10+8  7+4 10+7 12+5 16+2 28+0  7+0 11+0 18+6  38+3  0+950 30+6 27+4 30+1 35+8 44+5 58+9 26+7 38+0 61+1  92+3  0+925 52+3 52+5 51+4 57+8 66+4 77+5 51+0 65+9 87+2  99+4  0+900 68+4 73+0 67+7 72+6 80+1 87+0 71+9 82+2 96+0 100+0   0  1  4+7  4+0  4+9  5+2  4+9  4+5  4+1  4+3  3+8  3+8  0+975 12+7 10+7 12+5 14+9 20+5 31+0 10+3 16+1 27+6  56+1  0+950 34+1 34+2 33+3 38+5 47+9 59+9 33+2 46+6 69+5  96+5  0+925 56+0 60+0 55+1 59+6 67+5 75+6 58+5 71+5 89+8  99+7  0+900 70+8 77+4 70+1 73+5 78+6 84+3 75+8 86+1 96+7 100+0   0+2 1  3+4  2+9  3+5  4+0  4+2  4+7  2+8  2+6  2+3  2+5  0+975  9+7  7+9  9+6 13+7 17+7 30+6  7+7 13+9 23+0  46+0  0+950 29+9 28+8 29+6 36+3 44+2 57+3 27+5 41+3 62+5  92+9  0+925 50+6 52+8 50+1 55+4 63+2 71+7 51+8 66+9 85+6  99+2  0+900 65+6 71+0 65+0 69+2 74+6 79+8 69+9 82+0 94+1  99+9   0+5 1  0+9  0+3  1+0  1+7  3+3  6+3  0+3  0+7  0+6  1+6  0+975  4+0  1+7  3+6  6+9 14+1 32+5  1+7  4+6  9+9  38+6  0+950 17+2 11+9 16+7 23+7 38+4 59+2 11+5 20+9 44+2  90+2  0+925 34+2 29+9 33+4 40+9 56+2 73+3 28+8 43+0 71+9  98+8  0+900 48+0 46+3 46+5 54+8 67+7 81+0 44+5 61+4 87+2  99+8   0+8 1  0+4  0+0  0+5  1+0  2+8  6+5  0+1  0+1  0+4  1+3  0+975  1+9  0+4  2+0  4+6 13+3 33+0  0+5  1+8  6+9  36+7  0+950 11+3  4+9 11+0 19+3 35+7 58+9  4+8 12+8 37+1  90+5  0+925 25+1 16+1 24+2 35+3 53+9 74+3 15+3 32+0 65+9  98+9  0+900 37+4 29+0 36+3 47+4 65+3 82+4 27+6 47+8 81+6 99+8
Note: Based on 5,000 Monte Carlo replications+ locally optimal test+ As a consequence, the locally optimal test is likely to be superior to the point optimal test in cases where the time series is believed to be highly persistent under the null hypothesis+
COINTEGRATION TESTING WITH A PRESPECIFIED COINTEGRATION VECTOR
An example of the applicability of the tests proposed in this paper can be obtained from the theory of cointegrated time series+ Suppose~Y t , X t ' ! ' is a~k ϩ 1!-vector integrated process generated by the cointegrated system
where Y t is a scalar, X t is a k-vector, m t Y and m t X are deterministic components, Table 7 . Monte Carlo rejection rates~AR~1! model, a ϭ 0+8, u ϭ 0+9, 5% level tests, constant mean! 0+2  0+5  0+8  0  0+2  0+5  0+8   200  10+1  2+1  9+0  12+3  19+9  39+0  1+9  2+4  4+5  12+5  300  26+3  9+1  22+8  27+4  34+7  53+2  7+9  10+4  15+0  30+8  400  42+3  22+6  38+8  41+7  47+4  62+0  21+1  24+2  30+0  51+6  500  53+3  37+8  49+9  52+1  57+6  69+6  34+4  38+8  48+0  70+7 Note: Based on 5,000 Monte Carlo replications+ Table 8 . Monte Carlo rejection rates~AR~1! model, a ϭ 0+8, u ϭ 0+9, 5% level tests, linear trend! 0+5  0+8  0  0+2  0+5  0+8   200  6+6  0+3  6+9  8+6  14+3  35+0  0+3  0+4  0+7  2+9  300  14+0  0+7  13+0  15+4  23+0  46+0  1+0  1+2  2+5  12+2  400  21+1  2+5  19+6  24+1  33+3  54+8  2+2  3+8  6+9  23+6  500  31+9  6+0  29+1  31+6  39+3  61+8  5+9  8+1  12+5 Horvath and Watson, 1995; Zivot, 2000!+ 3 In such cases, the null hypothesis that~Y t , X t ' ! ' is cointegrated with cointegrating vector~1, Ϫc
' ! ' is invariably tested by applying a univariate stationarity test to the series Y t Ϫ c ' X t , thereby discarding the potentially useful information contained in the series DX t + As indicated by the results of the previous sections, this empirical practice may lead to a dramatic and unnecessary reduction in power in situations where the zero-frequency correlation between DX t and Y t Ϫ c ' X t is nonzero+ In economic applications, such nonzero correlations are the rule rather than the exception+ 4 When interpreted as tests of the null hypothesis of cointegration with a prespecified cointegrating vector, the stationarity tests proposed in the present paper therefore seem much more attractive than their univariate counterparts currently used in empirical work+
As an illustration, the tests are used to examine the relevance of long-run purchasing power parity~PPP!+ Specifically, the bilateral intercountry relationship between the United States, the domestic country, and the United Kingdom, the foreign country, is considered+ The aim is to test the following version of the PPP hypothesis~e+g+, Froot and Rogoff, 1995!:
where s t is the logarithm of domestic currency price of a unit of foreign exchange, p t D and p t F are the logarithms of the price indices in the domestic and foreign countries, and u t is a stationary error term capturing deviations from PPP+ In this setup, a rejection of the null hypothesis of cointegration is interpreted as evidence against long-run PPP+ Upon imposing the symmetry and proportionality restriction c D ϭ Ϫc F ϭ 1, the problem reduces to that of testing whether the real exchange rate The tests are implemented using quarterly data from the Global Financial Database~GFD!+ The exchange rate data is from GFD series __GBP_D, and the price series are consumer price indices+ Prices for the United States and the United Kingdom are from GFD series CPUSAM and CPGBRM, respectively+ When implementing the tests, the nuisance parameters are estimated in the same way as in the Monte Carlo experiment of Section 3+4+ The linear trend version of the test statistics is used+ In other words, p ϭ 1 is imposed+ 5 Two sample periods are considered+ One sample period, covering the period from January 1900 through January 2001, spans the twentieth century, whereas the other sample period, covering January 1974 through January 2001, corresponds to the period of the recent float+ Table 9 summarizes the results+ In agreement with other studies~e+g+, Culver and Papell, 1999; Kuo and Mikkola, 1999 !, the tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of stationarity when the covariates are ignored+ The tests using covariates, in contrast, provide mixed evidence regarding the validity of long-run PPP+ The locally optimal test based on ZL T rejects the null at the 5% level in both cases, whereas the point optimal test based on Z Q T fails to reject in both cases+ To the extent that the stationary component of s t Ϫ p t D ϩ p t F might be well approximated by a highly persistent autoregressive process~e+g+, Engel, 2000; Kuo and Mikkola, 1999 !, the fact that Z Q T fails to reject is to be expected in view of the simulation results reported in Section 3+4+ The estimates [ r 2 are large, suggesting that substantial power gains are achieved by using covariates, which in turn might explain why the ZL T test reaches different conclusions than the univariate tests+
CONCLUSION
The tests proposed here enable researchers to utilize the information contained in related~stationary! time series when testing the null hypothesis of stationarity+ Substantial power gains can be achieved by doing so+ The new tests are easy to implement and are applicable whenever a set of stationary covariates is available+ In particular, they are useful when testing the null hypothesis that a vector integrated process is cointegrated with a prespecified cointegrating vector, because an obvious set of covariates is available in that case+ NOTES 1+ In fact, the conclusion of Theorem 2~b! holds whenever $f T % is asymptotically of level a+ 2+ An alternative sufficient condition for the conclusion of Theorem 2~c! is that $f T % is asymptotically of level a and a Յ Pr~w L~0 ; r 2 ! Ͼ E~w L~0 ; r 2 !!!+ 3+ The stationarity tests considered here cannot be used to test the null hypothesis of cointegration if the~potentially! cointegrating vector is unknown+ For that testing problem, Shin~1994!, Choi and Ahn~1995!, and Nyblom and Harvey~2000! propose consistent tests, whereas Janssoñ 2003! derives a Gaussian power envelope and develops~nearly! efficient tests+ Hansen, 1990; Phillips, 1991; Saikkonen, 1991 Saikkonen, , 1992 Park, 1992; Stock and Watson, 1993 !+ 5+ Empirical tests of long-run PPP are typically conducted using the constant mean versions of the univariate stationarity tests+ The reasons for not imposing b 1 ϭ 0 in~9! are twofold+ First, as pointed out to the author by Maurice Obstfeld, the presence of a deterministic trend component iñ 9! cannot be ruled out on theoretical grounds+ Indeed, a simple Harrod-Balassa-Samuelson model e+g+, Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996, Chap+ 4! in which the differential between productivity growth in tradables and nontradables differs between the home and foreign countries might produce a nonzero b 1 in~9!+ Second, the real exchange rate appears to have a nonconstant mean, suggesting that b 1 should be unrestricted in~9!+ 
APPENDIX
The proofs of Theorems 1-4 make use of Lemma 7, which shows how functional laws for sample moments of the transformed data z t~N u! and d t~N u! can be deduced from functional laws for z t and d t + Because these preliminary results might be of independent interest, they are presented in greater generality than needed for the proofs of Theorems 1-4+
In Lemma 7 and elsewhere in the Appendix, {{} denotes the integer part of the argument, and all functions are understood to be CADLAG functions defined on the unit interval~equipped with the Skorohod topology!+ LEMMA 7+ Let $F Tt : 0 Յ t Յ T, T Ն 1% and $~g Tt ' , h Tt ' ! ' : 1 Յ t Յ T, T Ն 1% be triangular arrays of (vector) random variables with F T 0 ϭ 0 for all T. Let l Ͼ 0 be given and define
where F and G are continuous. Then
jointly with (A.1) , where
jointly with (A.1) , where H, G FH , and G GH are continuous and H is a semimartingale. Then
jointly with (A.1)-(A.3) , where H l~r ! ϭ H~r! Ϫ l * 0 r exp~Ϫl~r Ϫ s!!H~s! ds.
Proof of Lemma 7. For t ϭ 0, + + + , T, F Tt~l ! can expressed as
This relation can be restated as follows:
where F is continuous, so
by the continuous mapping theorem+ Next, using summation by parts,
Finally, using~G T, {T{} , g T, {T{} Ϫ g T, {T{}~l !! r d~G~{ !, lG l~{ !!, the continuous mapping theorem~CMT!, and the relation * 0 r G l~s ! ds ϭ G~r! Ϫ l * 0 r exp~Ϫl~r Ϫ s!!G~s! ds,
The proof of part~a! is completed by noting that the convergence results in the preceding displays hold jointly with~A+1!+ Using the assumption on T
Ϫ1
(tϭ1 {T{} F Tt h Tt ' , part~a!, and CMT,
where the equalities follow from summation by parts and integration by parts, respectively+ This result, part~a!, and CMT can be used to show that
The convergence results in the preceding displays hold jointly with~A+1!-~A+3!+ Ⅲ Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. The proof proceeds under the assumptions of Theorem 3, strengthening A1 only when necessary+ Define V and G as in Section 3+ Let
, where
it follows from Lemma 7 that
, and D l y~r ! and D x~r ! are defined as in the text+ Standard weak convergence results~e+g+, Phillips and Solo, 1992; Phillips, 1988; Hansen, 1992 ! for linear processes can be used to show that the following hold jointly: 
is defined in terms of V as in the text+ Similarly, using~A+7!,~A+8!, and Lemma 7, the following results can be verified:
The limiting distributions of P T~N u; V! and L T~V ! do not depend on k, the dimension of x t + The remainder of the proof proceeds under the assumption that k ϭ 1 and d ϭ 7d7 ϭ r, because these assumptions simplify the algebra without leading to a loss of generality+ When k ϭ 1 and d ϭ r, the processesD l ,Ȗ l andW coincide with the processes D l , U l and W defined in the text~with R ϭ r!+ Now,
where
for l ʦ $0, Nl%+ Using this along with~A+10! and~A+11! and the relation
it follows that
Because g yy+x ϭ 0 and S ϭ V under the assumptions of Theorem 1, the proof of that theorem is now complete+ 
The proof of 2~c! can be completed by showing that
where E 0~{ ! denotes expectation under H 0 + Now, using E 0~l~1
!~m
T 6S!! ϭ 0 and E 0~l~2 !~m T 6S!! ϭ ϪVar 0~PT ! and the fact that l~2
as was to be shown+ Ⅲ Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorems 1 and 2~a! carries over to the case where V and G are replaced with consistent estimators if the following analogues of equations~A+6! and~A+9!-~A+11! can be established: where
where the first inequality uses the triangle inequality, the first equality uses the relation 
where 
